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A ground-breaking new book

Green Economics: A Gendered Green economy!
Women’s Unequal Pay and Poverty
This collection of essays, speeches & articles introduces both the costs
of women’s unequal pay and poverty and also the green solutions and
campaigns for gender equality and inclusion that are already making
a difference.
Edited by the award winner of global powerful women!

Published by the Green Economics Institute

Edited by Miriam Kennet, Judith Felton,
Amana Winchester and
Michele Gale D' Oliveira
It offers perspectives from people all over the world, with a variety of
backgrounds. This book is well suited for students, campaigners, policy
makers, & anyone with an interest in gender inequality, women’s contribution and the overall impact for economics of
women’s economics, equality and economics rights.
Book Overview: 3 parts. No. of pages 350 approx. ISBN: 978-1-907543-08-1
Part 1: Setting the scene for a gendered green economy: Introduction – Green Economics, protest and renaissance in
social and environmental justice and also gender; The costs to women and to the global economy of women's unequal pay
and poverty;
Part 2: Unique Gendered Geographies for a Global Green Economy: Including diverse and varied perspectives and
voices: Gender and social justice in Brasil; Gender and social justice in Europe: Green Economics – the economics of
sharing and doing; Turkey as a rapidly developing CIVET country: women in the workplace; Gender and social justice in
Pakistan and Bangladesh; Gender costs: a case study of women's lives in the Indian Economy; Gender costs, social and
environmental justice: A case study of Africa; Gender and social justice – implementing a green economy in Australia;
Gender and social and environmental costs in China
Part 3: Implementing a global, green, gendered economy: Introducing the features of a green economy; Practical steps
to create a gendered, green economy

Special Introductory Offer!

Cover price £40 and
£30 if ordered from The Green
Economics Institute by email
Offer for a limited Period Only! Order Your Copy Now

Order this book from the
Green Economics Institute
greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com

Available Now!
Find on Amazon, Waterstones, and
all good bookshops!

Women’s Economics Rights!
Women form half the world’s population, but are enormously under
represented politically, almost everywhere, and this is one key factor,
along with women’s education, that needs to change urgently to rectify
these huge imbalances.
This book is designed to introduce the reader to the green ideas for
change, diversity and inclusion that are sweeping round the world,
known as Green Economics, which has gender inclusion and equality at
its core. It explores the costs of women’s inequality, unequal pay,
education and democracy deficits, and also the important movements
for change such as the protests and the Arab Spring. It covers the
changing status quo as seen in the increasing importance of sovereign
wealth funds, power and state capitalism as well as the devastating
levels of sovereign debt.
A unique geography of gender issues is provided with voices from around the globe, from China to Africa to
India and South America, giving a truly inclusive perspective from those most affected.
The final section deals with implementation of inclusive policies and diversity and the practicalities of this
process.
This book is designed to help women worldwide achieve their full potential. It is also designed to inspire the
reader to get involved in this process and help to create a viable, vibrant and equitable society, for a secure
future, for all of humanity in the 21st century.
Women’s economic power is now gradually increasing and this book gives the background and campaigning
that has helped to lead to for the first time, having a woman at the head of the International Monetary Fund
and a female winner of the Nobel Prize for Economics in 2011.
Biographies of Editors:
Miriam Kennet is CEO, director and co-founder of the Green Economics Institute and the founder and editor of the International
Journal of Green Economics. She is a member of Mansfield College, Oxford University and the Environmental Change Institute, Oxford
University. Her research at South Bank University, London and at Templeton College, Oxford University focused on green issues and
strategic management of international firms. She is editor and author of 100s of articles, book chapters and books in many languages.
Miriam recently was named as one of the 100 most powerful women making change globally at a ceremony in London. She is the
founder and Director of The Green Economics Institute and the International Journal of Green Economics.
Amana Winchester was a local Parish Councilor. She has a strong interest in and is very active in sustainability. She is qualified in
Geography and Anthropology, and is an experienced teacher and lecturer in Geographical methods and pedagogy and education in
the primary school at Oxford Brookes University.
Michele Gale D’Oliveira is a Director of the Green Economics Institute, UK. She studied at International Relations Department at
Richmond, the American International University in London (RAIUL) , is currently at SOAS, London University and lives in the
remote rainforest in Brasilia. She has edited the Green Economics Institute’s members’ magazine, The Green Economist, and is
a d deputy editor for the International Journal of Green Economics. Her writing has been featured in Europe’s World, one of the
foremost European policy magazines. She lectures and speaks on Environmental and Social Justice, Gender Equity, and International
Development from a Green Economics perspective. She is founder/ chair of the Gender Equity Forum. She organised a Green
Economics conference on women’s unequal pay and poverty in Reading, UK, and lectured on green economics in Berlin, Germany, at
retreats in Glastonbury, UK, and the American University in FYRO Macedonia. She is a regular speaker at international conferences,
and was on the Green Economics Institute's Delegation to Copenhagen COP15 Kyoto Conference and headed up its delegation to
Cancun Mexico COP16 Kyoto Conference.
Judith Felton has been an editor with the Green Economics Institute for several years, producing numerous volumes, journals,
proceedings and books. Her background is in healthcare and she works as a complementary therapist. She is interested in the
Buddhist approach to Green Economics.
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